REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZATION FOR AVV ACCESS TO THE GSMLS VOW DATA FEED
REQUESTED BY:
Participant (print name): _________________________________("Participant") (Broker of Record)
Office: ________________________________________________
AFFILIATED VOW VENDOR (“AVV”) INFORMATION:
Name: ________________________________________________("AVV")
Address: ______________________________________________
Phone/Fax: ____________________________________________
e-mail address: _________________________________________
Participant hereby requests that GSMLS grant AVV authorization to access the GSMLS VOW data feed
for the purpose of allowing AVV to provide VOW-related services to Participant and, if applicable, its
Subscribers.
In making this request, Participant (Broker of Record) understands and agrees:
1. That AVV shall be subject to Participant’s oversight, supervision, and accountability.
2. That the decision to grant AVV access to the GSMLS VOW data feed shall be made at the sole discretion of
GSMLS, after its evaluation of the AVV.
3. That in the event AVV is granted access to the GSMLS VOW data feed, AVV will be required to abide by the
terms of a separate Access, Confidentiality and Nondisclosure Agreement with GSMLS
4. That in the event AVV fails to abide by the terms of that Agreement, or for any other reason GSMLS in its sole
discretion deems appropriate, AVV's ability to continue accessing the GSMLS VOW data feed may be
terminated. Participant hereby agrees that GSMLS shall have no liability to Participant or its Subscribers with
respect to any such termination, and hereby waives any and all claims that Participant or its Subscribers may have
against GSMLS relating to any such termination.
5. That GSMLS has no relationship with AVV and makes no representations regarding (i) AVV’s services or (ii)
whether AVV services will allow Participant’s or its Subscribers' websites to function with the GSMLS VOW
data feed. GSMLS shall have no liability to Participant or its Subscribers for AVVS services or any damages
resulting therefrom.
6. That Participant shall indemnify GSMLS from, and hold GSMLS harmless with respect to, any claims made
against, or damages incurred by, GSMLS relating to the AVV and/or its services.
7. That Participant's and its Subscribers' participation in the VOW program, and any services rendered on their
behalf by the AVV Consultant, are subject to and will comply with GSMLS' Rules and Regulations and all
applicable laws and regulations.

_____________________________________________
Participant (Broker of Record)'s Signature:

Date: _______________

